Background
==========

DNA microarray analysis has become one of the most widely used techniques in modern molecular genetics, and the laboratory protocols that have developed in recent years have led to increasingly robust assays. The application of microarray technologies affords great opportunities for exploring patterns of gene expression and allows users to begin investigating problems ranging from deducing biological pathways to classifying patient populations.

As with all assays, the starting point for developing a microarray study is planning the comparisons that will be made, and the simplest experimental designs are based on the comparative analysis of two classes of samples, either using a series of paired case-control comparisons, or comparisons to a common reference sample, although other approaches have been described. But the fundamental question addressed using arrays is generally a comparison between paired samples to find genes that are significantly different in their patterns of expression. For the sake of the analysis presented here, we will focus on direct pair-wise comparisons between samples using spotted DNA arrays conducted as dual-labeled co-hybridization assays. However, it must be noted that the results we present here will impact other analyses including inferred relative changes derived by comparisons to a reference sample, through more complex loop designs, or from comparisons between single-color assays such as those which are commonly performed using the Affymetrix GeneChip™ or filter array platforms.

Results and Discussion
======================

Measuring log-ratios on microarrays
-----------------------------------

Microarray experiments generally measure relative expression levels between biological samples. However, there is a fundamental limit to the changes that can be measured on an array and understanding that that these limits exist is important for analyzing microarray experiments. This observation depends fundamentally on the manner in which most microarray scanners work. Following hybridization of spectrally distinguishable labeled targets to the arrayed probes on a microarray, the surface of the slide is generally interrogated using one or more lasers, each tuned to excite a particular fluorescent label. The fluorescent light emitted from the surface is collected through an optical system, generally spectrally separated, and focused on a photon detector, usually a photomultiplier tube (PMT). PMTs have a glass photocathode window coated by one or more alkali metals that has a high probability of converting an incoming photon to an electron. The electron emitted from the window is attracted to an alkali metal coated electrode which is maintained at a positive charge. When the initial electron strikes the electrode, it normally releases a number of additional electrons. These are attracted to a series of coated electrodes, each maintained at a slightly higher voltage than the previous, in effect multiplying the number of electrons released at each subsequent electrode. After a series of these amplification steps, the electrons are collected by a final electrode and the output current is measured. This output current depends on the intensity of the light (*i.e.*the number of photons) and the total voltage maintained across the PMT -- a higher voltage accelerates electrons more in each step, producing a greater final current. It should be noted that this process is also stochastic, so that each photon produces a number of electrons which can be modeled as a Gaussian distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ. It should be noted that as the light intensity increases, the number of photons increases and this has an effect on the distribution, with *N*photons producing approximately *N*μ final electrons with a standard deviation of ![](1472-6750-4-3-i1.gif). This explains, in part, the reason why the variation in signal intensity, and consequently derived measurements such as log-ratios are more uncertain for genes expressed at lower levels. Finally, the signal from the PMT is converted to a digital signal using an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Typical array scanners use 16-bit ADCs, giving the instruments an output range of 0 to 65535 (2^16^-1) relative fluorescence units (RFUs) for each pixel. The reported intensity values for each spot on the array varies between research groups and software used for image processing. Common measures of expression include background subtracted mean or median pixel values measures for each arrayed gene. For the purposes of the analysis presented here, we will use the background-subtracted mean pixel values reported by the TIGR Spotfinder image analysis software \[[@B1]\].

Microarray assays are often used to compare expression levels between paired samples and for a variety of reasons, these comparisons are typically expressed for each gene as the logarithm base 2 of the ratio of the (background subtracted) fluorescent signals measured from each labeled sample \[log~2~(*R*/*G*)\]; we refer to these as log-ratios. Because the fluorescent dyes used in most microarray assays have slightly different efficiencies for light emission, the detection efficiencies of the phototubes has some wavelength dependence and hence differ for the different dyes, and because the PMTs exhibit nonlinearities at high and low intensities, the log-ratios measured often exhibit some systematic, intensity-dependent variation. This systematic error is most easily visualized using a Ratio-Intensity (RI) plot (\[[@B2],[@B3]\]; also called an MA plot by Speed and colleagues) in which the log-ratio for each spot is plotted as a function of one-half the logarithm of the product of the measured intensity ![](1472-6750-4-3-i2.gif), which is equivalent to the logarithm of the geometric mean of the intensity for that gene, a measure of the relative expression level of a particular gene. The shape of the distribution one observes in an R-I plot depends in a fundamental way on the experimental design one chooses as that defines the comparisons that are made. For closely related samples where one expects gene expression to be highly similar, the distribution of log-ratio values is broad at lower intensities, reflecting the greater relative uncertainty as one approaches the detection limits in one or both channels, while it narrows at higher expression levels (Figure [1A,1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}); for biologically diverse samples the R-I plot can present a very different profile (Figure [1C,1D,1E,1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

The R-I plot can also reveal some of the limitations of using log-ratios as a measure of expression. As described previously, the 16-bit ADCs in microarray scanners limit the maximum intensity that can be measured in both red and green channels on an array such that both log~2~(*R*) and log~2~(*G*) values range independently between a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 16. One can visualize this as a square box in the a plot of log~2~(*R*) versus log~2~(*G*), or as a diamond-shaped area in an R-I plot (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This relationship is due to the fact that the R-I plot is essentially a 45° (π/4) rotation (and slight rescaling) of the log-intensity plot, where the square represents the limits defined by each of the two independent fluorescence measurements (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Most microarray image analysis software performs a background subtraction and uses other methods to avoid saturation of pixels, the reported fluorescence signals normally do not reach the absolute limit of detection. The background-subtracted data we use for analysis exhibit that effect in hybridization assays where the fluorescence signal is particularly strong (Figure [1B,1D,1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Similar effects can be seen as the signal intensity decreases toward the lower limit, where discrete integer values assigned to gene expressed at low levels appear as diagonal \"whiskers\" in the R-I plot (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}); this often arises as a result of setting expression values below some threshold to a minimal value, a process referred to as \"flooring.\"

It is important to note that this effect limits the dynamic range of \"fold-change\" (equivalent to the log-ratio) measurements on arrays, particularly as the measured intensities approach either the minimum or maximum detectable levels accessible on a particular array scanner. Furthermore, it is important to note that these limits are not unique to dual-color detection techniques. Comparisons made using single color microarrays are also limited by the dynamic range of the individual measurements and fold-change estimates in comparisons demonstrate exactly the same type of artifact.

Conclusions
===========

This simple analysis presented here suggests a possible limitation on the use of fold-change measurements derived from microarrays and argues for the use of R-I plots as a means of detecting possible deviations from the dynamic range of the assay. Further, these results suggest that rather than try to maximize signal on the fluorescent images from the array, a better approach would be to target background-subtracted fluorescent intensities to the middle of the range where the dynamic range for fold change measurements is maximized, or a ![](1472-6750-4-3-i2.gif) of 8. However, this corresponds to an average expression measurement of only 256 RFUs, which on most arrays is uncomfortably close to background. In practice, an average ![](1472-6750-4-3-i2.gif) of 10 to 12 (1024 to 4096) strikes a good balance between intensities that are too close to background and those that approach the limits of the dynamic range of the assay. While the raw images from these arrays may not provide as pretty a picture of the hybridization assay, they are more likely to provide useful data that can be validated.
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![R-I plots for microarray expression data exhibit the limits of log-ratio measurements obtained on arrays. As the measured intensity on the arrays approaches its upper and lower limits, the dynamic range for accurately estimating fold-change measurements is also limited. Shown here are R-I plots for three different data sets showing the entire range (A,C,E) and a close-up of the upper end of the end of the effective range for array measurements (respectively B,D,F). The diamond-shape delimits the range of measurements obtainable on microarrays.](1472-6750-4-3-1){#F1}

![The limitation on the dynamic range of log-ratio measurements, (A) shown here in the diamond-shaped gray-shaded box between the colored lines on an R-I plot, reflects the limited range of values that can be obtained from existing microarray technology which typically employ 16-bit array scanners that allow each channel on the arrays to produce measurements ranging in log~2~values from 0 through 16. (B) The diamond area represents a rotation of the original axes, *x*= log~2~(*G*) and *y*= log~2~(*R*) to new axes ![](1472-6750-4-3-i3.gif) and ![](1472-6750-4-3-i4.gif), followed by a simple rescaling to *x*\" = \[log~2~(*R*) + log~2~(*G*)\]/2 and *y*\" = \[log~2~(*R*) - log~2~(*G*)\].](1472-6750-4-3-2){#F2}

![A common practice for low-intensity elements on the array is to set a \"floor\" representing a minimum intensity that is reported. This eliminates \"undefined\" log-ratio values that come from reported zeros, but produces \"whiskers\" in the R-I plot.](1472-6750-4-3-3){#F3}
